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ABSTRACT
While studying the relationships between food, smell and atmospheres, this research project aims at interpreting
olfaction as an ecological modality of perceiving. On the one hand, smell is tightly connected with the act of eating
and, in general, with the “(in)edible” as an aesthetic but also ethical category; on the other hand, food and flavours are
emblematic “atmospheric sources” for their inherently affective nature, exemplifying the porous boundaries between
subject and the environment, knowing and feeling, identity and alterity.
Although atmospheres reveal themselves synaesthetically, many scholars have stressed smell’s atmospheric primacy.
Among other things, ambiances are firstly sniffs. Hence, smell encourages a phenomenological comprehension of the
environment, that is, in the pre-dimensional presence on which felt-bodily experience is incardinated.
In the light of contemporary artistic, gastronomic and marketing practices (olfactory arts, aerosol cuisine, scent
marketing, etc.), where food aromas are staged to convey emotions and to drive consumer behaviour, the idea of air
design and, specifically, of olfactory foodification seems to capture the essence of today’s urban and domestic dwelling.
For that reason, key concept is here osmosphere: composed of ὀσµή (smell, odour) and σφαῖρᾰ (sphere, globe), it is my
neologism for stressing the immersive, unavoidable and “round” dimension of the olfactory and felt space in which every
entity is immersed, at the same time creating it. Concurrently, the olfactory irradiance, providing persons, commodities,
situations and places with an aura (a vague but unique flavour), is often food-driven, and opens at a continuous and
mutual play of negotiation and adjustment, with substantial sociological and political implications.
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